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Consider all possible 2-generator groups G = 〈a, b〉 in which the generators satisfy
the 3 relations

a3 = b3 = (ab)2 = 1.

For example:
1. The trivial group, with a = b = 1.
2. The group of order 3, with a and b being the two nontrivial elements (inverses

of one another).
3. The alternating group A4 with a and b being the 3-cycles (1 2 3) and (1 2 4).
4. The abstract group Gu := F/N , where F = F (a, b) is the free group on two

generators, and N is the smallest normal subgroup containing a3, b3, and (ab)2;
in other words, N is the subgroup generated by a3, b3, (ab)2, and all of their
conjugates. Note that the generators a and b of F have images in the quotient
Gu, still denoted a and b, and the definition of Gu is cooked up to make the 3
relations hold. The subscript u in “Gu” is supposed to suggest “universal”. The
intuition, to be justified below, is that any relation that holds in this universal
example must hold in all examples.

Notice that the group Gu is the largest possible 2-generator group satisfying our
relations, in the sense that any other such group G is a homomorphic image of
it (hence isomorphic to a quotient of it). Indeed, the universal mapping property
(UMP) for the free group F gives us a surjection F � G that is trivial on N , so
the UMP for quotients gives us a map Gu � G. In particular, there is a surjection
Gu � A4.

It is this largest group Gu that we are referring to when we write the presentation〈
a, b | a3 = b3 = (ab)2 = 1

〉
.

We can characterize Gu informally by saying that no relation w1 = w2 holds in Gu

unless it is a consequence of the three given relations and the laws of group theory.
[Here w1 and w2 are words in the alphabet

{
a±1, b±1

}
.] In fact, the definition

Gu := F/N gives us the following more precise assertion: The relation w1 = w2

holds in Gu if and only if w1w
−1
2 , viewed as an element of the free group F (a, b), is

equal to a product of conjugates of a3, b3, (ab)2, and their inverses.
Although I’ve been using a specific presentation to illustrate the ideas, I hope it’s

clear that these ideas apply to any presentation. But let’s complete the discussion
of the specific group

Gu =
〈
a, b | a3 = b3 = (ab)2 = 1

〉
.

We will use the Todd–Coxeter procedure in class to show that Gu is finite and has
order 12; so the surjection Gu � A4 discussed above must be an isomorphism.
In other words,

〈
a, b | a3 = b3 = (ab)2 = 1

〉 ∼= A4, so that Example 4 is really the
same as Example 3. In fact, the Todd–Coxeter procedure will actually give us
the homomorphism Gu � A4 as a byproduct; thus we could have discovered the
isomorphism Gu

∼= A4 without having noticed that A4 has two generators satisfying
the given relations.
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